
The Bushmen of the Kalahari 
By Lisa Buckalders, Dorchester Camera Club 

Winning Sequence at Saturday’s WCPF AV event. 

I’ve had the vague idea for this AV for a while, but couldn’t get the ideas from my head into a 
tangible form. I originally intended to focus on the cave paintings and the wildlife. I’ve visited 
several sites with Bushmen cave paintings over the years, the Tsodilo Hills in Botswana (has 
anyone read Laurens Van Der Post’s ‘The Lost World of the Kalahari’? We spent the night 
camping under the sacred hills and there was a deep spirituality about the place), the 
Cederberg mountains in South Africa, and several sites in Namibia.  I was always impressed 
by how accurate the drawings were, and instantly recognisable.  

We have visited Southern Africa several times and prefer travelling on our own in a 4x4 
vehicle and a tent, as far away from ‘civilisation’ as possible. I’ve never really taken 
photographs for competitions, although I’ve had a couple of lucky shots which have done 
well, but I like to keep a record of the species we see, and always strive to better my 
photographs. I have amassed folders full of wildlife and I realised I had photos which pretty 
much matched the drawings, so the idea was formed but I had to find a way to make it work.  

At first I tried to superimpose my photos onto rocks to mimic the cave paintings, but that 
didn’t work. I decided on side-by-side images, and then ‘aged’ the animal images to get 
some consistency of style, and a hint of ‘otherworldliness’.  



I then felt that just using the rock paintings and animals wasn’t enough, what about the 
people who created the paintings? Back in 2009 we were camping on a farm/ranch on the 
edge of the Kalahari in Botswana (70km ‘driveway’, 4.5 hours driving along a track). The 
owner asked if we would like to spend the day with the Bushmen who were gathered in a 
small temporary settlement on their land. (By the way, the term ‘Bushmen’ is not pejorative, 
although many names have been given to them by others, the ‘Bushmen’ as a whole do not 
yet agree on any single name to give themselves as they come from different tribes. In the 
absence of a single term, many have come to prefer the term ‘Bushmen’).   

We spent a fabulous day walking with the Bushmen whilst they gathered food and 
explained how they use certain plants, then made a fire and cooked various items of bush 
food for us. The day ended with traditional dancing round the fire. The whole community 
came along, the kids joined in enthusiastically. They were gathering food ‘for real’, not just 
for show, in fact it got quite late but we couldn’t make for home until they’d found a particular 
plant they wanted that day. We usually shy away from ‘cultural encounters’, this was 
something totally natural and you didn’t feel that you were intruding; on the contrary they 
were so happy to be able to show us their traditional ways, and did so with such good 
humour and obvious enjoyment. It was a privilege to share a day with these kind, gentle and 
welcoming people. 

I am generally not comfortable taking ‘people pictures’, but I took a few on my compact 
camera to remember the day. The light was terribly bright, and created deep shadows and 
shiny skin. And later in the evening the dancing round the fire was either in deep shade or 
bright light. No RAW images, I didn’t have an inkling in 2009 that I might want to do ‘proper’ 
photography one day! But my idea was to use these images to link the lives of the Bushmen 
with their way of life and art. This was the most difficult part of the processing. I spent a good 
few days experimenting, and eventually found a way to desaturate the image to even out the 
skin tones, and at the same time add some colour to give an antique look, (and no, just 
using an ‘antique’ filter didn’t work!).  
 

Then I had to find a way to link the Bushmen with the rock art – can I get them into a cave? 
Too contrived. I eventually came up with the idea of linking through the fire. I had no idea if I 
could superimpose flickering fire onto still images – Google is your friend, as the saying 
goes! I filmed our log fire at home and by trial and much error managed a sequence I was 
happy with. 

I felt I needed some African landscapes to lead in to the story and set the scene; that was 
the storyline complete. 

And the music? That was more problematic than I imagined. Southern African music in 
general is pretty upbeat, and somehow noisy, I couldn’t find what I wanted. I Googled 
various combinations of ‘Africa/atmospheric/instrumental’ etc and eventually found two 
pieces I liked. The only problem was that one was North African (Sheffy Oren Bach - 



'Lakota') and one was East African  (Kawesa - 'Voice of the Forgotten') – but I thought they 
were so obscure that no-one would know and did it matter? Well, on ‘judgement day’ I was 
astonished that the judge picked up what the music was and subsequently discovered there 
were several apps to help you identify a piece of music – no hiding there then! Does it matter 
that the music was not specific to that area? I don’t think so, but maybe other judges would 
disagree. The dance chanting was a track from my own video recordings. 

Then further anxiety about the title, is ‘Bushmen of the Kalahari’ enough? It doesn’t mention 
rock painting and wildlife! So I felt it important to link the short introduction to all the elements 
in the AV, the landscape, the people, the art and the wildlife. I think it worked. 
 
Dorchester Camera Club hold an annual AV evening in which members show their AVs but 
we don’t have an AV group as such, so I work on my own.  I enjoy the creative process and 
the experimentation with techniques but another ‘eye’ is enormously beneficial in case 
you’ve lost your way, (what’s in my imagination doesn’t always translate to the sequence). 
Stephen and Jane Lee, our multiple AV award-winners at Dorchester, have always been 
very generous with their advice and encouragement. They have a fantastic eye for detail, 
and with their help I have (hopefully) avoided some of the rookie pitfalls of too-fast/slow 
transitions, too much text, irritating fonts, and the like, which all comes with experience. My 
thanks go to them for keeping me on the straight and narrow.  

I was delighted and surprised to achieve a first place in the WCPF AV competition, it made 
all the work worthwhile. But it’s not work, is it?  It’s fun!

https://www.lisabukalders.com/weaver-birds

